Stroke epidemiology based on experience from Krasnik county in eastern Poland
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Abstract

Introduction. Cerebrovascular diseases in Poland constitute a bigger threat to life in men than in women, especially after the age of 60. Death rates indicate higher stroke over-mortality in the rural population rather than the urban. At the same time, stroke is the main cause of long-term disability, since half of the patients are unable to independently perform daily activities, which makes them dependent on other people.

Materials and method. The study was conducted in the Independent Public Healthcare Institution in Krasniki, eastern Poland. It covered the medical records of 1,500 patients, 780 women (52%) and 720 men (48%), aged 20–100, diagnosed with cerebral infarction. The patients were hospitalised between 2011–2016 in the Neurology Ward with a Stroke Unit, the Internal Medicine Ward, and the Anaesthetics and Intensive Care Ward.

Results. The stroke patients hospitalised in the Independent Public Healthcare Institution in Krasniki were residents of urban communes (59.1% of subjects) and rural communes (40.9%). The most often diagnosed type of stroke was due to embolism of the cerebral arteries (I63.4) in women (63.48%). In men, the most often diagnosed type was cerebral infarction due to thrombosis of the cerebral arteries (I63.3; 51.33%). Stroke in 36.15% of the female subjects resulted in death. In male subjects, death occurred in 26.11% of the cases.

Conclusions. Women aged around 78-years-old were the most likely to suffer a stroke. In men, it occurred eight years earlier. Despite residents of urban areas being hospitalised due to stroke more often, deaths caused by this disease were recorded the most frequently among rural residents. It can be concluded that primary stroke prevention is the only effective measure for reducing morbidity and premature mortality in the population.
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INTRODUCTION

Stroke is defined as a more-or-less sudden onset of neurological symptoms caused by circulatory disorders in the brain, resulting from organic or functional changes [1]. The occurrence of local or generalised cerebral dysfunction is defined as stroke when the symptoms persist for more than 24 hours – if they do not cause an earlier death – and have no other cause than vascular [2, 3, 4, 5]. Ischaemic stroke occurs when the blood flow in an extracranial or intracranial artery is impeded or blocked, resulting in a decrease in regional blood flow and changes in microcirculation, leading to nervous cell death [6]. The focal symptoms of ischaemic stroke can include:

- higher nervous function disorders (aphasia-type speech disorders, numeracy skills disorders, reading disorders, hemiplegia, apraxia/dyspraxia);
- vision disorders, taking the form of diplopia or visual field restriction;
- facial and limb paresis, usually of a hemiplegic nature;
- walking difficulties;
- isolation or accompanying sensory disorders [2, 6].

Risk factors for ischaemic stroke include non-modifiable and modifiable factors. Non-modifiable factors include:

- age (especially in people over the age of 55 in whom the risk of stroke is doubled, and the risk increases every 10 years);
- gender (men are 24–30% more likely to have a stroke in the younger age groups than women, who predominate only after 80 years of age);
- race (a 2.4 times higher incidence of stroke among black people than among white, and twice as high in Latin-Americans as in white people, and a higher risk among Asians);
- genetic load/heredity (a 1.9 times higher risk in the first-degree relatives of stroke patients than in the general population) [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

On the other hand, modifiable factors include:

- hypertension (the probability of stroke increases proportionally to the value of arterial pressure, especially systolic blood pressure, with the risk increasing by 3–5 times);
- diabetes (the increase in the risk of stroke in patients with diabetes ranges from 1.5–3.0 times, and chronic hyperglycaemia facilitates atherosclerotic arterial remodelling);
- heart diseases (usually atrial fibrillation, myocardial infarction, dilated cardiomyopathy, heart failure, endocarditis, which lead to a 5–18 times higher risk);
– lipid metabolism disorders (increased levels of LDL cholesterol and triglycerides increase the risk of cardiovascular incidents, with the risk increasing by 1–2 times);
– lifestyle (physical inactivity, with the risk increasing by 2.7 times);
– smoking (risk increases by 1.5–2.5 times);
– alcohol abuse (the risk increases by 1–3 times);
– as well as poor diet, obesity, drug addiction, negative impact of social environment and lifestyle, and a history of transient ischaemic attack (in about 50% of patients a stroke occurs within 48 hours of an ischaemic attack) [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13].

Stroke is among the main causes of morbidity, mortality, and long-term disability [14, 15, 16], and every year, stroke affects 15 million people worldwide and causes 5.5 million deaths, of which three million are women and 2.5 million men, and leaves five million people permanently disabled [17, 18]. Ischaemic stroke accounts for about 85% of all cases of cerebrovascular diseases [19]. A total of 432,904 deaths caused by stroke were reported in the EU Member States, which accounted for about 9% of all deaths in 2013 [20]. The highest share of stroke incidence in all deaths was recorded in Bulgaria (19.7%), Romania (18.7%), Latvia (17.0%), Croatia and Lithuania (14.3% each), and Greece (13.4%) [20]. The lowest rate pertained to France (5.7%), Denmark (6.4%), as well as Belgium and Germany (6.5% each) [20]. In 2013, the standardised death rate per 100,000 people due to stroke in the European Union Member States was 96 for men and 82 for women [14]. Since 2000, a downward trend in the number of deaths has been observed in the European Union, from 11.5% in 2000 to 8.7% in 2013 [17, 20].

In Poland, cardiovascular diseases are the main cause of death, accounting for about 45% of deaths, of which approximately 18% are cerebrovascular diseases (2014) [21]. The number of deaths caused by stroke in Poland decreased from 11.3% in 2000 to 8.5% in 2013 [20]. As early as 2014, the number of deaths caused by cerebrovascular diseases (160-169) had decreased to 80.6 per 100,000 people, which was corroborated by the actual death rate [21]. A downward trend was also observed in the standardised death rate per 100,000 people due to cerebrovascular diseases, which decreased from 58.3 in 2013 to 53.8 in 2014 [21].

OBJECTIVE

The aim of this study was to analyse the types and prevalence of stroke among the residents of urban and rural areas hospitalised in Kraśnik county, eastern Poland.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

The study was conducted between 2011–2016 among stroke patients hospitalised in the Neurology Ward with a Stroke Unit, the Internal Medicine Ward and the Anaesthesics and Intensive Care Ward of the Independent Public Healthcare Institution in Kraśnik. The study was based on an analysis of the medical records of patients diagnosed with stroke classified as cerebrovascular diseases (I60-I64) according to the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD 10) [22]. The diagnoses included:

– I60. Subarachnoid haemorrhage from carotid siphon and bifurcation;
– I60.0. Nontraumatic subarachnoid haemorrhage from carotid siphon and bifurcation;
– I60.1. Subarachnoid haemorrhage from the middle cerebral artery;
– I60.2. Subarachnoid haemorrhage from the anterior communicating artery;
– I60.3. Subarachnoid haemorrhage from the posterior communicating artery;
– I60.4. Subarachnoid haemorrhage from the basilar artery;
– I60.5. Subarachnoid haemorrhage from the vertebral artery;
– I60.6. Subarachnoid haemorrhage from other intracranial arteries – multiple involvement of intracranial arteries;
– I60.7. Subarachnoid haemorrhage from the intracranial artery, unspecified – ruptured (congenital) berry aneurysm NOS, subarachnoid haemorrhage from the cerebral communicating artery NOS;
– I60.8. Other subarachnoid haemorrhage – meningeal haemorrhage, rupture of a cerebral arteriovenous malformation;
– I60.9. Subarachnoid haemorrhage, unspecified – ruptured (congenital) cerebral aneurysm NOS;
– I61.0. Intracerebral haemorrhage in the hemisphere, subcortical – deep intracerebral haemorrhage;
– I61.1. Intracerebral haemorrhage in the hemisphere, cortical – cerebral lobe haemorrhage, superficial intracerebral haemorrhage;
– I61.2. Intracerebral haemorrhage in the hemisphere, unspecified;
– I61.3. Intracerebral haemorrhage in the brain stem;
– I61.4. Intracerebral haemorrhage in the cerebellum;
– I61.5. Intracerebral haemorrhage, intraventricular;
– I61.6. Intracerebral haemorrhage, multiple localised;
– I61.8. Other intracerebral haemorrhage;
– I61.9. Intracerebral haemorrhage, unspecified;
– I62. Other nontraumatic intracranial haemorrhage;
– I62.0. Subdural haemorrhage (acute) (nontraumatic);
– I62.1. Non-traumatic extradural haemorrhage – non-traumatic epidural haemorrhage;
– I62.9. Intracranial haemorrhage (non-traumatic), unspecified;
– I63. Cerebral infarction, includes occlusion and stenosis of the cerebral and precerebral arteries, resulting in cerebral infarction;
– I63.0. Cerebral infarction due to thrombosis of the precerebral arteries;
– I63.1. Cerebral infarction due to embolism of the precerebral arteries;
– I63.2. Cerebral infarction due to unspecified occlusion or stenosis of the precerebral arteries;
– I63.3. Cerebral infarction due to thrombosis of the cerebral arteries;
– I63.4. Cerebral infarction due to embolism of the cerebral arteries;
– I63.5 Cerebral infarction due to unspecified occlusion or stenosis of the cerebral arteries;
– I63.6. Cerebral infarction due to cerebral venous thrombosis, nonpyogenic;
– I63.8. Other cerebral infarction; I63.9 Cerebral infarction, unspecified;
– I64. Stroke, not specified as haemorrhage or infarction, cerebrovascular accident NOS [22].
The studied group of patients came from 10 communes in Krasnik county, seven of which were rural communes, one urban commune, and two urban-rural communes. According to 2016 data from the Statistical Office in Lublin, the county was inhabited by 97,069 people, 49,825 of whom were women (51.33%) [23]. Rural communes were inhabited by 44,546 people, of whom 50.44% were women. Urban and urban-rural communes were inhabited by 52,523 people (52.08% women) [23]. 45.89% of the total population of the county lived in rural communes, while 45.15% of the population lived in two towns – Krasnik and Annopol.

In statistical terms, the study results (after calculating the percentage) are presented in Tables and illustrated in Figures. The statistical analysis employed statistical hypothesis verification based on non-parametric tests: the Student’s t-test, Mann-Whitney U-test, Kruskal-Wallis test and Pearson’s chi-squared test. The significance of the relationships between the analysed characteristics was found to be p<0.05 [17, 25]. The study results were compiled using STATISTICA 13.1, by STATSOFT, 2017 version.

The medical records were analysed of all 1,500 patients hospitalised in the analysed wards, 80 women (52%) and 720 men (48%), diagnosed with cerebral infarction. The patients were aged between 20–100, with the youngest subject under analysis being 25 years old, and the oldest 100. The average age was 74.4, and standard deviation – 25 years. The youngest woman was 29, and the oldest 100. The youngest male subject was 25, and the oldest 96. Patients aged 80–90 constituted the largest group (32.33%) (Fig. 1).

The results of the study revealed that the average age of men affected by a stroke was 70.4, which was significantly lower than in the case of women – 78.1 (p<0.001). Stroke patients hospitalised in the Independent Public Healthcare Institution in Krasnik were residents of urban communes (884 patients, 59.1%) and rural communes (611 patients, 40.9%).

### RESULTS

Women with cerebral infarction due to embolism of the cerebral arteries (I63.4) constituted the largest group (63.48%) of the 1,500 individuals studied. In men, the most often diagnosed type was cerebral infarction due to thrombosis of the cerebral arteries (I63.3) (51.33%). The obtained results were statistically significant (p=0.000210). The average age of the patients with cerebral infarction due to embolism of the cerebral arteries (I63.4) was 80.5, whereas the average age of patients with cerebral infarction due to thrombosis of the cerebral arteries (I63.4) was 73.9. In the case of intracerebral haemorrhage in the hemisphere, subcortical – deep intracerebral haemorrhage (I61.0), the average age of the patients was 72.8. The lowest age average (68.6) concerned patients diagnosed with other types of stroke (I60). The results of the Kruskal-Wallis test were statistically significant (p=0.001).

Patients were hospitalised the longest in the Neurology Ward (average 15.7 person-days), compared with other wards (average 14.3 days). The Mann-Whitney U-test revealed a significant correlation between the number of person-days and the ward to which the patients were admitted (p=0.008).

Stroke was fatal for 31.33% of the patients, with mortality higher in women than in men. Stroke resulted in death in 36.15% of the female subjects. In male subjects, death occurred in 26.11% of cases (Tab. 1). A significant correlation was observed between gender and death (p=0.000028).

### Table 1. Deaths caused by stroke according to gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Death</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>36.15%</td>
<td>63.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>26.11%</td>
<td>73.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31.33%</td>
<td>68.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pearson’s chi-squared: 17.5504, df=1, p=0.000028

The most common cause of patients’ deaths was intracerebral haemorrhage in a hemisphere, subcortical – deep intracerebral haemorrhage (I61.0; 47.74%). The least number of deaths were recorded in patients with cerebral infarction due to thrombosis of the cerebral arteries (I63.3; 25.56%).

In the analysed 2011–2016 period, the percentage of deaths among stroke victims was as follows: 2011 - 36.16%, 2014 - 32.42%, 2013 - 31.96%, 2015 - 31.50%, 2011 - 27.95%, and in 2012 - 27.68%. Deaths were most frequently recorded with respect to the residents of rural areas (34.70%), compared to the residents of urban areas (29.07%) (Tab. 2). A significant correlation was observed between the place of residence and death (p=0.021213).

### Table 2. Deaths caused by stroke according to place of residence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of residence</th>
<th>Death</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban area</td>
<td>29.07%</td>
<td>70.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural area</td>
<td>34.70%</td>
<td>65.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31.37%</td>
<td>68.63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pearson’s chi-squared: 5.30923, df=1; p=0.021213

Treatment of the patients following their hospitalisation in the Neurology Ward was continued in 25.53% of the cases. Patients usually continued their treatment in the Rehabilitation Ward (19.53%) and in the Nursing and Care Ward (6.00%). Patients who suffered from cerebral infarction due to thrombosis of the cerebral arteries (I63.3) constituted...
the largest group in the Rehabilitation Ward (22.78%).

Patients diagnosed with cerebral infarction due to embolism of the cerebral arteries (I63.4) constituted the largest group in the Nursing and Care Ward (9.22%). Women most often continued treatment both in the Rehabilitation Ward (68.89%) and in the Nursing and Care Ward (50.67%). A significant correlation between the continuation of treatment and gender was observed (p=0.003933). The oldest patients continued their treatment in the Nursing and Care Ward (average age 82.9). A significantly lower age was observed regarding continuation of treatment in the Rehabilitation Ward (average age 72.2) (Fig. 1). The results of the Kruskal-Wallis test demonstrated significant differences in subjects’ age in terms of the continuation of treatment (p=0.001). Patients in the Nursing and Care Ward continued their treatment for 29.4 person-days, on average, and in the Nursing and Care Ward for 16.5 person-days. The obtained results were statistically significant (p=0.001). The rest of the patients (43.13%), following their hospitalisation in the Neurology Ward, were discharged home or continued treatment in another hospital.

Table 3. Subjects’ age in terms of continuation of treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuation of treatment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age of subject (years)</th>
<th>Kruskal-Wallis test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCW</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REH</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The oldest patients continued their treatment in the Nursing and Care Ward (average age 82.9). A significantly lower age for the continuation of treatment was observed in other wards (average age 74.3), and the lowest recorded in the Rehabilitation Ward (Tab. 3).

DISCUSSION

According to data from the National Health Fund, the number of stroke cases recorded in Poland decreased from 94,963 in 2009 to 89,912 in 2014 [26]. In 2011, the structure of the diagnosed cases of stroke was:

- I61.0 – I64. most often (treatment in a stroke ward >7 days) concerned cerebral infarction;
- I63.9. unspecified – 20% of cases;
- I63.5. cerebral infarction due to unspecified occlusion or stenosis of the cerebral arteries – 19.73% of cases;
- I63.3. cerebral infarction due to thrombosis of the cerebral arteries – 18.50% of cases;
- I63.8. other cerebral infarction – 11.90% of cases;
- I63.4. cerebral infarction due to embolism of the cerebral arteries – 11.47% of cases [27].

The results of the study demonstrated that the most often diagnosed type of stroke was due to embolism of the cerebral arteries (I63.4) in women (63.48%). In men, the most often diagnosed type was cerebral infarction due to thrombosis of the cerebral arteries (I63.3) (51.32%). In this study, stroke affected women more often (52%) than men (48%).

In 2014 in Poland, the death rate per 100,000 people due to cerebrovascular diseases (I60 – I69) was higher for women (88.8) than for men (71.8) [21]. In principle, this resulted from the age structure because the women were older. The study results also demonstrated that deaths caused by stroke were more often concerned women (36.11%) than men (26.11%). However, after eliminating differences in both age structures, it turns out that cerebrovascular diseases constitute a much greater threat to men’s lives than to women’s lives. This is confirmed by the standardised death rate per 100,000 people due to cerebrovascular diseases (I60 – I69) in Poland, which in 2013 indicated 69.5 for men and 49.2 for women, and in 2014 64.2 and 45.3, respectively [21]. Furthermore, the study demonstrated higher stroke over-mortality in the rural population (34.7%) rather than the urban (29.07%). This was confirmed by the standardised death rate per 100,000 people in Poland, which in 2014 was 59.6 for rural areas and 50.4 for urban areas [21]. In 2014, this rate per 100,000 people was higher for men in rural areas, and amounted to 70.6, while for women it was 50.1 [21]. With respect to the regions of Poland, the highest death rate per 100,000 people due to cerebrovascular diseases was recorded between 2013–2014 for the Łódz Province (70.6), Silesian Province (63.4) and the Mazurian Province (59.6) [21].

The marked decrease in the number of deaths attributable to stroke among the residents of the European Union, including Poland, has resulted from the reduction in lifestyle risk factors [28]. This was due, first and foremost, to a change in eating habits, reducing the consumption of animal fats in favour of vegetable fats, increasing the consumption of vegetables and fruit, and cutting down on tobacco-smoking, as well as on high alcohol use [11, 29]. Furthermore, significantly better access to high-quality post-stroke patient care has resulted in a drop in the death rate within 30 days from admission to hospital. From 2003–2013, this rate decreased from 10.4% to 9.4% for the EU Member States [17]. The lowest rates were recorded in Finland and Italy (approx. 5.1% each), while the highest were found in Latvia (18.4%) and Slovenia (13.2%) [17].

At present, social problems, such as increasing obesity and diabetes, are perceived as threats to furthering the fight against cerebrovascular diseases, including stroke [30, 31, 32]. Primary prevention aimed at reducing the risk of first stroke should play an important role in this respect. In particular, this type of prevention consists in treating risk factors and diseases associated with a higher incidence of stroke [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Furthermore, with hypertension being the most important risk factor of stroke, drugs from...
the basic groups, such as thiazides and beta blockers, prove effective in the primary prevention of stroke [27, 38, 39]. It is also worth noting that stroke incidence is on the increase due to the ageing of the European population [40, 41, 42, 43]. In accordance with Population Projections for Poland 2008–2035, the share of people aged 60+/65+ in the total population structure will increase from 16.2% in 2008 to 26.7% in 2035, with an increase from 16.7% – 27.8% in urban areas, and from 15.5% – 25.2% in rural areas [44]. Therefore, along with the growth in the population of people over the age of 60, the risk of stroke, which most often affects this age group, will also increase [45]. In accordance with the results of this study, the average age of men diagnosed with stroke was 70.4, which was significantly lower than the age of 78.1 for women. Therefore, given the changing age structure of the Polish population, preventive measures should be taken in respect of stroke.

For several years in Poland, activities in the field of preventing premature morbidity and mortality due to cerebrovascular diseases have been the main focus of national health policy. The National Stroke Prevention and Treatment Programme, launched in 1997, was the implementation of the Helsingborg Declaration, drafted in 1995 for the World Health Organization (WHO), and specified the principles of the modern treatment of stroke in all European Union countries [46, 47, 48, 49]. In 2003, within the National Programme of Prophylaxis and Treatment of Cardiovascular Diseases (POLKARD), which was continued as the National Programme for Equalising Access to Preventive Measures and Treatment of Cardiovascular Diseases, attempts were made to integrate the fields of medicine dealing with the treatment of cardiovascular diseases for common prevention, entailing a comprehensive approach to all risk factors and popularising modern, integrated procedures in cardiovascular diseases [50, 51]. Other activities aimed at preventing and reducing the effects of cerebrovascular diseases included redirecting EU funds for Regional Operational Programmes in Poland for the National Programme for the Prevention of Cerebrovascular Diseases (ICD 10: I60–I69) for 2017–2020 [52]. All these measures are intended to level the differences in stroke care in Poland, in comparison to other European countries [24, 53].

European Union Member States are initiating joint efforts to prevent and treat stroke [49]. This can be exemplified by the activities of the European Stroke Organisation (ESO), among others, within the Enhancing and Accelerating Stroke Treatment (ESO-EAST) programme [54]. This is the first comprehensive programme aimed at improving the treatment of stroke in Europe. The ESO-EAST programme was initiated by the European Stroke Organisation and is being implemented in Eastern European countries through the participation of stroke specialists, professional organisations and local authorities in all those countries [51]. The implementation of the programme started in 2015 and will be concluded in 2019. Its objective is to facilitate cooperation with selected physicians from Eastern European countries in order to optimise and implement best practices in the field of stroke care. The goals of the activities of the healthcare units, within the network of entities cooperating under the project, are to improve the outcomes for patients after stroke through scaled-up evidence-based treatments; to decrease disparities in stroke care in Eastern countries compared to Western European countries, to improve the quality of stroke healthcare systems across diverse countries, improve the current clinical practice and health services, improve access to and conditions of health-care staff in professional training, increase research knowledge and performance of health professionals, and develop the methodology of stroke care [49, 54].

Stroke is a life-threatening condition which requires immediate and professional hospital treatment [55]. As recommended by the Polish Neurological Society, the treatment of all stroke patients should take place in specialised stroke wards/units where, thanks to brain imaging techniques – computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) – it is possible to quickly diagnose whether the stroke is of an ischaemic or haemorrhagic type [39, 56, 57].

In Poland, a comprehensive network of stroke entities is in place, and most patients diagnosed with stroke are treated in such specialist centres [58, 59, 60]. Treating stroke patients in a stroke unit makes it possible to reduce the number of general medical complications, limit the severity of post-stroke disability, begin early rehabilitation, reduce early and remote mortality, shorten hospitalisation, decrease treatment costs, and to promptly implement the appropriate secondary prevention measures [27, 61].

At the same time, it should be emphasised that achievement of the desired effects involving lower mortality or disability among stroke patients requires establishing a close cooperation between stroke ward teams and rescue services, ICUs, neuroradiologists, neurosurgeons, anaesthesiologists and physiotherapists [62]. Attention should also be drawn to the role of patients and their families in cooperating and making decisions with the physicians to improve patient care [63].

Secondary prevention plays an important role in this respect. Its objective is to prevent relapse, i.e. another stroke, after a cerebrovascular incident [49, 64]. In the case of ischaemic stroke, the risk of relapse is 10–12% in the first year (the highest risk observed immediately after the stroke – more than 3% of the cases within 30 days), and 5–8% in each subsequent year [27]. The recurrent stroke risk within five years is 30%-40%, of which 15% of patients can also be affected by heart attacks, and a similar percentage of patients are likely to die of vascular diseases [27]. In the case of cerebral haemorrhages, the risk of recurrent haemorrhage is 3–7% within the first year, and 19% within five years [27]. The relapse frequency depends on the subtype of stroke and is the highest in patients who have suffered from stroke due to embolism of cardiac origin, and in cases of a significant stenosis of the carotid arteries [27]. At the same time, high blood pressure is a high-risk factor for patients in all age groups, which further increases the risk of recurrent stroke [65, 66, 67].

The fact that stroke is the main cause of disability among patients can hardly be neglected, and is therefore associated with serious clinical sequelae, as well as social and economic consequences. Stroke can affect people as early as in their forties, causing disabilities in the most productive years of professional activity [64]. It is estimated that nearly half of the patients who survive the acute phase of stroke are unable to independently perform daily activities, and are dependent on other people [27, 68, 69]. Among those who survive more than six months after stroke, 48% are affected by haemiplegia, 22% are unable to walk, 24–53% are partly or completely dependent on other people and require assistance in basic everyday activities, and 12–18% suffer from aphasic speech disorders [52].
Stroke also has other sequelae, such as post-stroke epilepsy, depression, dementia and fall-induced injuries [27, 70, 71]. As a result, stroke leads to temporary or long-term incapacity to work. In 2012, regarding all insured persons at risk of becoming incapable of work, the Social Insurance Institution (ZUS) recorded 12,605,600 days of absence from work due to cardiovascular diseases, with cerebrovascular diseases (I60-I69) accounting for around 8% of the cases [27]. In the group of cerebrovascular diseases, cerebral infarction (I63), which resulted in 311,800 days of sickness absence, was the second most common cause of sick leave, especially among men (around 73%). People aged 50–59, of whom 51.5% were women and 46.6% men, constituted the most numerous group (48.5%) in the structure of persons on sick leave due to incapacity for work resulting from cerebrovascular diseases, who obtained at least one medical certificate in 2012.

Other significant groups included people aged 40–49 (18.8%), of whom 23.9% were women and 15.6% men, and those aged 60–64 (15.9%), of whom 22.2% were men and 5.7% women. If the person is still incapable of working after receiving sick pay, but with whom treatment and rehabilitation the ability to work can be regained, ZUS refers such a person to these services. In 2012, ZUS issued 1,674 first-time certificates entitling persons to obtain rehabilitation services due to cerebrovascular diseases (I60-I69) [27]. Around 18% of these certificates were issued to patients who had suffered from cerebral infarction (I63), and who had an average age of 50.6. Most certificates were issued for a period of 4–6 months (60%). On the other hand, in 2012, as a result of the sequelae of cerebrovascular diseases, ZUS issued 2,513 first-time certificates, 19% of which were due to cerebral infarction (I63), granting work incapacity pensions [27]. The degree of incapacity for work cited in the decisions issued due to cerebral infarction indicated that 22.4% of the people were completely incapable of both working and independent living, 46.4% were completely incapable of working, and 31.2% were partially incapable of working [27]. On the other hand, in 2012, ZUS issued 11,571 review certificates, 14% of which were due to cerebral infarction (I63), granting work incapacity pensions [19]. In Poland, public expenditures on disability pensions incurred in 2010 due to cerebrovascular diseases amounted to PLN 35,590,600 (75% for men and 25% for women), of which pensions due to cerebral infarction (I63.4) was diagnosed the most often.

Taking into account the results of the study, it can be concluded that primary stroke prevention is the only effective measure for reducing morbidity and premature mortality in the population [72]. An important role is played by general practitioners, because their activities, such as health education, screening tests and early treatment, can increase public awareness and ensure effective control of risk factors for stroke. It is also necessary to further develop the network of stroke wards in order to reduce the risk of death and disability, by ensuring treatment options using state-of-the-art medical procedures [74]. Owing to less-severe post-stroke complications, early rehabilitation, shorter hospitalisation and early secondary prevention, it will be possible to reduce treatment costs and absences from work [73, 75, 76].
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